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Legal expert says 2020 election interference was

'Deep State FBI'

'It wasn't Russia that put their thumb on the scale'

(Photo by Joe Kovacs)

Whether the 2020 presidential election was "stolen" in 2020 as President

Trump has charged remains a question, depending on how "stolen" is

defined and what is included in the assessment.

There's no doubt there were pockets of corruption, some of which remain

unexplained still today. And then there was the $400 million plus in

influence money that Mark Zuckerberg handed out to mostly local elections

officials who often used it to recruit votes from Democrat districts.
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But probably the least contested claim to election manipulation is the case

involving the FBI, which tried to influence the election by telling media

corporations to suppress accurate reporting about the Biden family's

international business scandals revealed in a laptop that Hunter Biden

abandoned.

Get the hottest, most important news stories on the Internet –

delivered FREE to your inbox as soon as they break! Take just 30

seconds and sign up for WND's Email News Alerts!

A poll later revealed that had that information been generally reported,

enough Democrats would have moved their vote away from Joe Biden to cost

him the election.

Now the blunt assessment has been put into words.

It is Jay Sekulow, chief of the American Center for Law and Justice who

wrote, in a column, "We’ve all heard talk about 2020 election interference,

but it wasn’t Russia or any foreign national that put their thumb on the scale

of the election. It was the Deep State FBI."

WND is now on Trump's Truth Social! Follow us @WNDNews
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He cited evidence from Judiciary Committee chief Rep. Jim Jordan, R-Ohio,

who "continues to expose the Deep State FBI’s conspiracy to defeat Trump."
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The report revealed Jordan has taken possession of documents "showing

that FBI Special Agent Elvis Chan lied under oath about the FBI’s knowledge

of the Hunter Biden laptop and its colluding with Facebook to suppress the

story."

According to the New York Post, Chan, an FBI agent based in San Francisco,

"made false statements about his communications with Facebook over the

bombshell October 2020 reports that revealed Hunter involved in dad Joe in

business deals with foreign nationals."

That's from communications obtained by the committee.

"A Facebook employee said in an Oct. 15, 2020, message that he had spoken

with Chan, who said he was 'up to speed' on the FBI’s probe of Hunter’s

laptop and 'that there was no current evidence to suggest any foreign

connection or direction of the leak," the report said.

Sekulow pointed out even Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg has admitted that

the FBI purposefully conspired against the American people by censoring

free speech on social media.

"This is censorship is one of the greatest threats to free speech I’ve seen in

my 40-year law career. In fact, a federal judge declared it 'Orwellian' and

'arguably the most massive attack against free speech in United States’

history.'"

That verdict came in a case in which states are challenging the Biden

administration's censorship, and the case is now before an appeals court.

IMPORTANT NOTE: To their horror, America’s ruling elites failed to

knock out Donald Trump during his four years as president via the

fabricated Trump-Russia collusion scandal – conceived and funded by the

Hillary Clinton campaign, as the Durham report proves – or through two

circus-like impeachment trials. Later came “January 6,” a demonstration-

turned-riot by Trump supporters who passionately believed, with good
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reason, that the recent election – and therefore their country – had just

been stolen from them. Members of Congress now want to constitutionally

bar Trump from again seeking public office for having instigated “an

armed insurrection” (no protester was armed) against America.

Then in March, Trump was indicted in New York

on 34 counts of falsifying business records, and

in June, still more indictments were filed against

Trump – 37 federal criminal charges related to

his handling of classified documents. Honest

legal experts not in league with the Biden

administration openly classify these indictments

as somewhere between frivolous and idiotic, not

to mention grotesquely politically motivated.

The Deep State’s never-ending persecution of Donald Trump, as well as the

incredible back story of the totalitarian agenda Trump’s persecutors are

attempting to implement in America and why Trump represents a mortal

threat to their nefarious designs – is the focus of the blockbuster July issue

of WND’s critically acclaimed monthly Whistleblower magazine, titled

“THE PERSECUTION OF DONALD TRUMP: Why the ruling elites loathe –

and fear – the 45th president.”

WHISTLEBLOWER is available in both the popular print edition and a

state-of-the-art digital version, either single issues or discounted annual

subscriptions.

For 25 years, WND has boldly brought you the news that really matters. If

you appreciate our Christian journalists and their uniquely truthful

reporting and analysis, please help us by becoming a WND Insider!

Content created by the WND News Center is available for re-publication

without charge to any eligible news publisher that can provide a large

audience. For licensing opportunities of our original content, please contact

licensing@wndnewscenter.org.
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Bob Unruh

  

Bob Unruh joined WND in 2006 after nearly three decades with the Associated Press, as well

as several Upper Midwest newspapers, where he covered everything from legislative battles

and sports to tornadoes and homicidal survivalists. He is also a photographer whose scenic

work has been used commercially.
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zillaem Aug 13

Yes the FBI ran interference, and every Trump supporter knows that.

Dems have been lying since Trump came down the golden escalator

and yes the election was stolen, J6 was a set up and now the Dems are

at their lying cheating ways again.
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Insticatorisnotverygood Aug 11

treason trials

televised executions.

America demands no less
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